
SERVICE MARKETING & MANAGEMENT 
SMG MK463 

 
Contact Hours:  8 hours per week for 5 weeks 

  
  
COURSE CONTENT 
 
For the past decade, growth in the service sector across all developed economies has far 
exceeded growth of expenditures on tangible goods. This trend is expected to continue in the 
future (http://www.bls.gov/ooh/About/Projections-Overview.htm).  
 
 
Service jobs still account for around 80% of all employment within most developed economies.  
Alongside the figures relating to employment growth, the services sector contributes around 
75% of the Gross Domestic Product.  
 
Projections for the five fastest growing jobs in the year 2016 are all in service industries: 
physicians assistants, physical therapists, manicurists and pedicurists, environmental science 
technicians, and gaming and sports book writers and runners (Sources: Bureau of Labor 
Statistics' Occupational Outlook Handbook and Career Guide to Industries.)  
 
The service sector is anticipated to provide the highest job growth, with a greater growth rate 
from 2010-2020 than in 2000-2011 (http://www.bls.gov/opub/mlr/2012/01/art4full.pdf).  
 
 
This course will focus on the role of marketing in managing services. You should, however, 
expect to be addressing human resource, information management, operational, and financial 
overlaps with marketing throughout the course.  The strategic application of marketing requires 
cross-functional integration; this is particularly true when one speaks about the marketing of 
services. 
 
 
Please consider the following: 
 

 Because so many service employees have direct contact with customers, the 
development of technical, face-to-face communication and customer service skills 
among employees may become necessary in order to deliver a service seen as 
desirable by the marketplace; 

 The fact that the same person may produce and sell a service means that both 
operations and marketing capabilities must be expected of many service employees;  

 The successful marketing of geographically far-flung multi-site operations, sometimes 
connected by franchising arrangements, will often rely upon information systems and 
network capabilities;   

 Finally, the varying degrees of customization which various markets and services require 
places demands upon the human resource management function in terms of 
recruitment, selection, training and development, motivation, and job design. 

 
Also, as you will soon find, there is no hard and fast line drawn between products and services. 
No product is sold without supporting services (the sales function, after-sales support services, 

http://www.bls.gov/ooh/About/Projections-Overview.htm


etc.)  Similarly, many services rely on product support (e.g. textbooks to support educational 
services.) Therefore, while the focus of the course is clearly on services, there will be discussion 
of how services support products as well. 
 
 
COURSE PEDAGOGY 
 

 Lecture and discussion             

 Related article and discussion 

 Application of theory  

 Applied service marketing team project 
 
This course will consist of discussion (cases and articles), lectures, guest speakers, and an 
applied services marketing team project. Chapters are assigned that will help you understand 
the underlying concepts that are raised in the case discussions. This is also a case course and 
full preparation of the cases is required for each class in which a case is assigned. 
 
TEXT AND ARTICLES  
 
The required textbook for this course is  
 
Lovelock, Christopher et al; Services Marketing: An Asia-Pacific and Australian Perspective (5e) 
Edition, Pearson Australia, 2010 
 
 
ACADEMIC INTEGRITY 
 
Students are expected to recognize and uphold standards of intellectual and academic integrity. 
The university assumes as a minimum standard of conduct in academic matters that students 
be honest and that they present for credit only the results of their own efforts. Students should 
be familiar with the university's policy on issues such as plagiarism, cheating on examinations, 
unauthorized collaboration, falsification, and multiple submissions. Lack of knowledge of this 
policy is not an acceptable defense to any charge of academic dishonesty. If you are unsure of 
the School of Management’s policy on academic conduct, please visit 
http://smgworld.bu.edu/acc/academic-conduct-code/.  
 
Please note that in MK463, students are allowed and even encouraged to work together on 
assigned work including case preparation, discussion of articles and the text, in advance of 
class meetings. The individual concept papers are however meant to be individual 
contributions (i.e., do not work together on these). It is not sanctioned for a student to 
seek peer review of their individual papers prior to submission, whether this be of 
substance or expression, and should identical expression of ideas appear in multiple 
papers, students will be questioned, orally assessed, and/or penalized for a perceived 
breaking of this rule.  Also, even though the consulting report is not an academic paper, per 
se, you will be citing secondary sources and concepts learned in this and possibly other 
courses. The same standard for plagiarism exists here as it has elsewhere. 
 
 
ASSESSMENT 
 



 
Class participation/Letter Writing Assignments  25% 
Final examination      25% 
Major Assignment  (Report Applied Project)  35% 
Minor Assignment  (Presentation Applied Project) 15% 
 
 
 

1. SERVICES MARKETING APPLIED PROJECT  
 (Part 1 – Major assessment) 

 
 

This project is worth 35% of the total grade for this unit 
 
You will be working in teams of four to six students during the research stage.  Written 
submissions should be undertaken individually and without consultation with other team 
members. 
1. Select a service industry.  Examples might be telecommunications, health, 

education, transportation, banking, insurance or professional 
 
2. Choose three competitors that operate within your selected industry. 

 
3. Using the data provided on your selected companies website you are required to 

respond to each of the following. 
 
 •Define the core benefit offering of each company; 
 •Describe the target market as evidenced by the website; 
 •Identify how the core previously defined might differ between the market 
segments; 
 •Describe how each company might manage service Quality; 
 •Ascertain if and how each of the respective companies manage customer 
 satisfaction; 
 •Describe how each company uses their website to manage the intangibles of the 
 service; 
 •Describe how each company manages their customer expectations; 
 •Describe how the company communications reflects their core value proposition; 
 •Prepare a blueprint of the service offer; 
 •Describe the servicescape; 
 •Identify the position of the selected companies on a positioning map. 

 
The written component of this assignment should be 2,500 words in length and should 
be each student’s own work, as stated above. 
 

 
Notes 
 
Feel free to visit the company’s premises if this is appropriate 
Review any other accessible advertising and communications 
It is not permissible to interview company employees for this assessment 
 
 



4. SERVICE MARKETING APPLIED PROJECT   
(Part 2 – Minor assessment) 
 
 
This project is worth 15% of the total grades for this unit 
 
Each team will be required to present their findings in a formal presentation to the class 
of 30 minutes in duration.  
 
Each team member will be required to present a part of the assignment. 
 
Your presentation will be evaluated on the basis of both instructor review and peer 
review. 
 
All class members will be expected to participate in a peer review process of the 
presentations 
 
 

3. CLASS PARTICIPATION & LETTER WRITING ASSIGNMENT  
 

This project is worth 25% of the total grades for this unit 
 
 

Class Participation 
 

The success of this course depends on the quality and thoroughness of your 
preparation. Case data should be studied in detail, analyzed, and a realistic course of 
action, supported by case facts and reasoning, developed. Evaluation of class 
participation takes into consideration depth of analysis, realism, clarity of presentation, 
application of the concepts discussed in the text, and integration of comments into the 
ongoing discussion (i.e., willingness to listen to classmates).  

 
We rely heavily on class participation to make this course successful. I would like to ask 
that student contributions to class discussion: 

 
• Get the discussion off to a productive start by going beyond merely reporting 

case facts; reporting case facts tells your classmates that you have read the case 
but it does not tell us that you have analyzed the case and thought through its 
implications in a meaningful manner;  

 
• Shape the discussion through the use of service marketing and management 

concepts and frameworks; and 
 
•  Provide enlightening quantitative analysis where appropriate. 
 

For classes both with and without an assigned case, you are expected to be able 
to discuss the assigned chapters and articles. 

 
 
 
 



 
Letter Writing Assignment (This assignment will contribute to participation grade) 

 
A number of popular magazines, including some directed to the business market, have 
published articles entitled, roughly, “Why is Service So Bad?” reflecting a pervasive feeling 
that service quality is not what it should be.  One of the reasons that customer service may 
be of poor quality is that people who are dissatisfied with a service rarely complain to the 
appropriate individuals. They are more likely to leave the service and not return than they 
are to complain about it, other than to the front line personnel who may be in no position to 
address and solve the problem.  The result is that information that the service organization 
could have gained from the complaint is lost, and the organization, having offended a 
customer, is in no better position to serve the next customer. Similarly, customers whose 
expectations of a service are more than met rarely write letters of praise to the service 
organization.  

 
 

Your assignment is to write two letters, one a letter of praise for a service well done, and the 
other a letter of complaint for a service that did not live up to your expectations. Not only 
does this allow you to apply analytically what you are learning in the course to a real 
situation, but also it will force you to examine services that you have received or are 
receiving from a more reasoned and systematic standpoint than you have previously.  

  
These letters should be sent to the appropriate organizations.  In addition, please submit a 
copy of each of your two letters to me.  If you receive any response from the organization 
during the course of the semester, please submit that to me, along with any further contact 
you may have with the organizations to which you sent the letters.  If your response comes 
in the form of a letter or email, please present a copy of the letter or email me a copy. If the 
response comes in the form of a phone call, please take notes about the call and provide 
me a copy of the notes.  

 
As a general guideline, your letters should be roughly two pages in length (500-600 words). 
They should state the actions and events leading up to the praise or complaint. The letters 
should also state: 
 

 What you expected versus what you experienced 

 Why your expectations were what they were, and 

 What recommendations you can offer for improvement, if any. 
 
Selected letters and responses may be read in class at the end of the semester, when I 
summarize for you the nature of the praises and complaints, the types of industries selected for 
these letters, and the responsiveness of the organizations, where a response exists.  
 

 
4. FINAL EXAMINATION 

 
The final examination is worth 25% of the final grades for this unit. 
 
The final examination, in the form of three essay style responses, will consist of a two-hour closed 
book examination to be undertaken during the formal examination period.   
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

DATE LECTURE 
TOPIC 

DISCUSSION 
ARTICLE 

CLASS 
ACTIVITY 

LOCKLOCK 
READING 

Week 1 A 
 

The nature of 
service products 

Course 
Introduction 

Class 
Introduction 

Chapter 1 

Week 1 B Consumer 
behaviour in 
service settings 

Are Some 
Customers More 
Equal than 
Others? HBR 

Development of 
the core value 
proposition 
model 

Chapter 2 

Week 2 A Understanding 
service quality  

Article  | Harvard 
Business Review | 
September–
October 1990  
 
Zero Defections: 
Quality Comes to 
Services 
 
by F. Reichheld 
and W. E. Sasser 
Jr. 

Calculate the 
lifetime value of 
a customer 

Chapter 11 

Week 2 B Customer 
Satisfaction 

Driving Customer 
Satisfaction HBR 
 
Beating the 
Market with 
Customer 
Satisfaction 
by Christopher W. 
Hart 
(HBR) March 2007 
Issue 

Developing a 
customer 
satisfaction 
survey 

Chapter 11 



 

Week 3 A The 
Servicescape & 
Blueprinting 

Scott McCartney, 
“So Who Gets the 
Armrest?” WSJ 

Developing a 
blueprint  

Chapters 4, 
5, & 6 

Week 3 B The Service 
Profit Chain 

Putting the 
Service Profit 
Chain to Work, 
HBR 

  

Week 4 A Delivering value  Capturing the 
Value of 
Supplementary 
Services, HBR 

Exercise on “Wet 
N Wild” World 
Sydney 

Chapter 9 

Week 4 B Designing and 
implementing 
service strategy 

The Four Things a 
Service Business 
Must Get Right 
 
by Frances X. Frei 
   
 
From the April 
2008 Issue 

Class 
Presentations 

Chapter 10 

Week 5 A Service Failure 
and Recovery 

Profitable Art of 
Service Recovery, 
HBR 
Zero Defections, 
HBR 
 

Class 
Presentations 

Chapter 13 

Week 5 B Services and 
Technology 

Williams and 
Cothrel, Four 
Smart Ways to 
Run Online 
Communities, 
SMR 

Class 
Presentations 

 

 


